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The Born approximation is applied to the Marcus equation in order to reveal the main factors that lead to strong vibra- 
tional nonadiabatic transitions. It is found that the necessary conditions for a reaction process to be accompanied by vibra- 
tional transitions are: (a) u = K. ii > 0.5 (Ko is the curvature and ii is half the width of the oscillator. both calculated in the 
interaction region);(b) Kz = (l/I&) d2k(s)/ds2 is at least of the order of the exothermicity. (d’k(s)/ds* is calculated in 
the interaction region;s is the reaction mordiite.) A simple model for calculating the curvature in the interaction region 
is presented as well. Several systems for which exact quantum mechanical and classical transition probabilities exist are 
analyzed according to this model. 

1. Introduction 

Although much numerical work has been devoted 
to the study of collinear reactive exothermic systems 
[l] only a limited number of theoretical studies has 
been performed to reveal the main factors which lead 
to highly vibrational excited products. Two studies di- 
rected towards this goal were based on the concept of 
the reaction coordinate as introduced by Hofacker [2] 
and both attributed the vibrational transitions to the 
centrifugal term which is obtained while treating the 
kinetic part of the hamiltonian. Hofacker and Levine 
[3] suggested that nonadiabatic transitions occur main- 
ly due to a dynamic (energy dependent) displacement 
of the equilibrium position in the interaction region. 
Their main requirement for a strong vibrational CGU- 

pling between the ith and the jth state is 

gjj’ [(EKi-~Kj)/eE,l k(s)fi> 1, (1.1) 
where EK is the kinetic translational energy, LIE, is 

* Permanent address: Laboratoire de Photophysique Molku- 
laire, Campus d’Orsay, 91405_0rsay, Fran&. 

the vibrational spacing in the interaction region, k(s) 
is the curvature and p is half the width of the harmon- 
ic oscillator. Basilewaky [4] followed a different ap- 
proach. By examining the Marcus equation [S] which 
uses curvilinear coordinates as well, he reached the 
conclusion that vibrational transitions are due to a 
centrifugal term which is obtained wheq expanding 
the kinetic term in the Marcus equation. AppIyirig the 
Born approximation he was able to furnish a condi- 
tion for a strong viirational transition from an initial 
statei to a final state j 

gii = (EK/AEii) k(S) P > 1, (1*2) 

where AEV is the energy spacing between the two 
states. The disadvantage of Basilevky’s treatment is 
that the centrifugal term, to which he attributed the 
strong vibrational coupling, cannot be evaluated for 
systems with large curvatures due to the strong singu 
larity in it. Since these are the only systems which un- 
dergo strong vibrational transitions, his treatment.is 
incomplete. 

A different point of view was taken by kter 161 
who, while analyzing his exact quantum mechanical’ 
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results related to the H(D) ‘+ Cl, system, assumed a 
Franck-Condon type model which relates the initial 
vibrational state of. the reagents to the fmal vibrational 
state of the products. With this simple model most of 
the features found inthe calculations could be explain- 
ed. Berry [7] and later Halavee and Shapiro [8] for- 
mulated their models along the same lines. In Berry’s 
model the Franck-Condon factor was calculated for 
the final product state and some intermediate state in 
the interaction region, whereas Halavee and Shapiro 
coupled together the initial reagent state with a final 
intermediate state. fn all three cases the overlap was 
calculated between two shifted harmonic oscillator 
wavefunctions. In the first two the shift was assumed 
to be a parameter and in the third it was correlated 
with the classical turning point in the entrance channel. 

In the present work the Marcus equation is again 
considered, but the treatment of the kinetic term is 
different. The strong vibrational coupling is not attri- 
buted to the centrifugal term, but rather to another 
term which arises due to sharp variations in the curva- 
ture with respect to the translational coordinates. 

2. The SchriXnger equation 

4-. 
The collinear reactive collision of atom A with 

molecule BC will be described in terms of the curvilin- 
ear coordinates p and s. Here s is the reaction coordi- 
nate leading smoothly from the translational reagents 
coordinate to the translational products coordinate 
defmed along the minimum energy path. p, the vibra- 
tional coordinate, is assumed to be perpendicular tos. 

According to Marcus (51 the Schr&iiiger equation 
takes the form: 

* U&P)- E 1 Jl(s,P)=o, (2.1) 
where E is the energy, or is the reduced symmetric 
mass 

j.l = [“‘*“~“‘#I* + Mu + rnC)]P (2.2) 

n is a ftmction of s and p of the form: 

7)= 1 +UQ, (2.3) 

k(s) is the curvature of the reaction path and V(s, p) 

. 

is the potential that governs the collision process, . . :: 
V(s, b) is written as 

WSP) = V,(s) f 56-J, 4, (2.4) 

where V&II, S) is a “Morse ljke” potential which cotn- 
tides with the diatomic potentials of the reagents and 
the products for s = fm, respectively, and fulfils the 
condition: 

V,(O,s)=O. (25) 
Let us make the substitution 

4 6s. P) = @x(s. PI, (2.6) 
where p is a given number. Then it can be shown that: 

(2.7) 

= 

Defining T(s, p) as: 

C 
I Sx a2x i --+-+- &, 

+ a$ a$ $ 1 
where 

(2.8) 

(2% 

(2.10) 

Since k(s) becomes zero ass + -+ w3 we see that 

lim G(s, P) = 0. (2.12) 
S-+f m 

The equation to be solved is: 

(2.131 
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Expanding X(S, p) in the usual way 

xb P) = c sn ($1 @n (Pi s), 
R 

(2.14) 

where {Gn (p;s)} is a local basis set that follows from 
the equation 

(2.15) 

and substituting eq. (2.14) in eq. (2.13) leads to 

where 

1, =I$), 

C$ =~l~~)=[~~(s)+E~(s)--EII~n), 

Gn = (1--7iL)l+,& (2.17) 

Eq. (2.16) is valid for every value of p as long as Q 
is different from zero in the region of interest. The 
final results of exact treatments are then expected to 
be independent of p- In most treatments p was taken 
to be either - l/2 [4,5] or 4 [9-l l] tid recently it 
was also suggested to be l/2 [12]. If however, 71 be- 
comes zero (when k(s) is large enough), then the 
choice of p is limited. In the appendix it is shown that 
p can be taken in the range 1 4p d 3, with a preferen- 
tial choice of p=2. If p is chosen in this way then 

p 2. p - In eq. (2.16) is well defined and has an inverse. 
Multiplying eq. (2.16) from the left by G$,1~--(P-2) 

and integrating over p one obtains a system of cou- 

pled differential equations of second order: 

fi2 d2q 
-----uG= 2P .2P d,$ [ 1 sv+zg, 
where U is a diagonal matrix: 

un* = Vi(s) + enn(s) -El 6nm* 

The elements of W are defined as: 

W .,=c4nlW14,k 
and Z is a matrix of the form: 

Z = U G- (fi2/2p) (f c2)+ f(l) d/ds). 

Here: 

G n,,, =N,,lG,L 

f(2) =(Q, If(Z)) nm nm* 
f(I) Z(@ If(‘)). nm n In 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

tigeneral there are no difficultieb in evaluating the 
elements of any of the matrices except the one which 
contain q-land qe2. As can be seen from eq. (2.17) 
the first two terms of W and the last terms of f(i) and 
f c2) become singular when q becomes zero. This usu- 
ally happens on the concave side of the reaction coor- 
dinate b&cause k(s) is always positive and p on this 
side is negative. Therefore, in order to avoid this sin- 
gularity the coordinate s has to be chosen in such a 
way that the IQn (p;s))n=l..., are small enough in 
this region to permit the evaluation of the integrals. 
Practically, this amounts to choosing the curve s with 
a smaller curvature so that it will not follow the mini- 
mum energy path. However, we will still assume the 
coordinates to be defied along the minimum energy 
path and in this way maintain the physical picture of 
the reaction process. 

3. The Born approximation 

In order the study the way vibration& transitions 
occur during a. rearrangement process, we consider the 
Born approximation [lo, 133. The Born approxima- 
tion is not intended to give quantitative results, but 
rather to determine qualitatively which are the domi- 
nant transitions. Therefore we prefer to relate the foI- 
lowing discussion to the potential matrix elements 
V,, (rather than to the transition amplitude matrix 
elements): 
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.oo 

v = nm s dS tz 6) mm 6) S;, 01, (3.1) 
-00 

where &r(s) is the solution of the adiabatic equation 
[cf. eq. (2X3)]: 

- (fi*/2~) d*C/ds* t Uq = 0, (2.18’) 

and r,,,,, are the matrix elements oft defined as 

r=(fi*/2~)w++z. (3.2) 

In order to estimate the V matrix elements [using 
eq. (3.111 ther matrix elements will be considered, 
employing the following two assumptions: 
(a) The vibrational eigenfunctions {$(p;s)} are as- 
sumed to vary slowly enough as a function of s to ig- 
nore any contributions due to the derivatives of l@,r ) 
with respect to s. 
(b) The interaction that leads to vibrational transi- 
tions is localized in a narrow interval of s where k(s) 
reaches its maximum value. 

If s=O is chosen -as the coordinate for which this 
happens, then k(s) can be written 

k(s) =Ko(l-+ K#), (3.3) 

so that 

dk/ds IS=0 = 0. (3 -4) 

Deleting the terms in r that either contain deriva- 
tives of I@J with respect to s or the term dk,/ds and 
substituting eq. (3.3) in t we finally obtain 

T{S =O) = U(l+$) 

where 

‘10 = 1 +i$p. (3.6) 

In forming the mm elements and inserting them in 
eq. (3.1), it can be seen that the only term which may 
yield vibrational transitions with I An I > 2 is the last 
term (the third term in the brackets). 

If qnm is defined as the matrix element 

9 nm =<$Il/~lg~mb6nm, (3.7) 

then the Ynm matrix elements with In-m I > 2 are 
estimated to be 

(3.8) 

x = (9/W) K*, (3.9) 

and s1 ands2 are small and restricted by the condition 
[see eq. (3.3)] : 

si < (2&)1’2. (3.10) 

To complete the derivation, the integral in eq. (3.8) 
has to be solved. Assuming that the surface is an early 
barrier type surface such that Ii(s) behaves like a pro- 
ducts (free) wavefunction in the interaction region, 
r&s) can be approximated by 

tI (s) = G/k$2)1’2 exp [i (kls +@)I 3 (3.11) 

where $I is the phase shift and kr is the wave number. 
The phase shift f& can be written 

@=x~+irr tij>O), (3.12) 

where yr is related to the transmissivity of Vl (s) [see 
eq. (2.4)], namely through the definition of the trans- 
mission coefficient TI: 

Tl = exp C-Y& (3.13) 

The wave number kl is in general written 

kl = {(2@‘) [E- Vl(s>.- q(~)l>“~. (3.14) 

However, assuming the barrier to be far enough from 
the interaction region in the reagent channel, both 
V, (s) and fz (s) can be approximated by: 

v, (s) = v, (s =-), 

El(S) = fl (s =-), (3.15) 

so that VI is a negative constant (equal to the exother- 
micity) and ez are the products vibrational eigenstates 
measured with respect to VI (s = -). Substituting eq. 
(3.11) in eq. (3.8) leads, for n =O, to 

~m=Agmexp[-_CYO+~m)l[(km+kg)/2(kmko)~’~l 

X [hsornkrn-~oll 11-exp[-iAk~m(sl+s2)I~, 

where Akom = kg-km and 
(3.16) 

A om=exp[i(Akgm~2+~n-_~+~,)]. (3.17) 
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From eq. (3.16), it is seen that the coupling term 
V,,, which is a measure of the intensity of the vibra- 
tional transition 0 +tm (m>Z), is proportional to 
XQ, _ Large values of h make the fourth term in eq. 
(3.5) the main term that is responsible for vibrational 
transitions. If h is large enough then the final viira- 
tional distribution is determined by qom. In many 
exothermic reactions the major transitions from 
reagent ground state to the mth state of the products 
are for m >2. Therefore the two necessary conditions 
for A >2 are: 
(i) The value of X has to be the same or larger than 
the Umatrix etements’. Since the Iargest term in U 
for small itiitia2 translationai energies is equal to the 
exothermicity R of the reaction, we find that 

X>D. (3.18) 

(ii)qom form>2hastobelargerthanq0,,,form~2. 
Both X and qom are estimated in the following sec- 
tions. 

4. The qnm term 

From the definition of qnm it can be seen that the 
integrand has a pole at Q=O. This difficulty was pre- 
viously encountered and discussed to a certain &tent 
by Rankin and Light [15]. The appearance of the pole 
is related to the deftitions of the coordinates s and p. 
Already in the classical treatment, where these coor- 
dinates were first proposed, it was suggested that they 
not be used unless the points are not “too far” from s 
(on the concave side) [16]. 

In all exact treatments in the past this difficulty was 
avoided either by assuming that the curvature is not 
large [15] or by choosing a curves which doesnot fol- 
low the minimum energy path. In one of the more ef- 
ficient methods 1171 the +&urn energy path is ap- 
proximated by circular arcs with varying radii, aU de- 
fined with respect to the same center which is located 
in the plateau region. In these cases the singuIarity 
usually appears in the nonphysical region (where 
$ (p); n=O, 1.. , are negligibry small) and therefore 
can be ignored. Here we are interested in systems with 

* The second term in eq. (3.5) which may cause vibrational 
’ transition with I An I < 1 is u.walIy much smaller than the 

fourth term. 

large curvatures and since it is important for the pres-. 
ent study to follow the route of the wavepacket (at 
least in the low energy region) we are forced to choose 
the coordinate s as the minimum energy path. 

The equation q=O defmes a line (as a function of s) 
which is a branch cut such that for values of p which 
tie smaller than -k-‘(s) the wavefunction is no longer 
uniquely defined. On* way to overcome this difficul- 
ty is to replace H(Q) [cf. eq. (2.111 by H(@ia) and let 
E approach zero after completing the algebra. In this 
way the singtdarity is removed and the close coupling 
expansion is justified because the Reman sheet on 
which the wavefunction is calculated is uniquely defin- 
ed. This procedure yields 

qnm (E) = (#m I(170 + W1l Qm A (4-l) 

where for simplicity I?,, is deleted and will be added 
at the end of this treatment. Since qnm (E) exists, qnnm 
is defmed as: 

%m = cFo 4nm (G (4.2) 

Evaluating eq. (4.1) we obtain for qnm: 

where the fust term is the principal value of qnrn. 
From eq. (4.3) it also becomes clear under what con- 
ditions this singularity can be ignored. 

In order to calculate the principal value of qnm we 
introduce the matrix * 

P nm =(@Jq+$m). (4.4) 

It can be shown that the principal value of q namely 
qP is: 

qp = P-l, .(4-5) 

where the order of P has to be large enough to obtain 
converged results for the q, matrix elements of in- 
terest. Assuming harmonic oscillator wavefunctions 
the P matrix elements are equal to 

P nm =6nm +KOPdnm~ (4.6) 

where d,, is given by: 

G?l =2-‘Q [(m+l)Wi”,+l ‘(?ztl)‘~28nm_1], 

and p’ is equal to (4.7) 

l5 = (fi/~“,~? (4.8) 
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In a recent publication Atabek et al. 1181 analyti- 
caUy derived the matrix elements of ql, for a similar 
case: 

%m =g E: {-a[(j+lW21, m+n; 

(4.9) 

= Q,gniQro m = n, 

where s = min (m, n)l t = max (m, n); N is the order of 
the m&ix. Q, and Q, are polynomiais defined by the 
recurrence relations: 

Qo=Ql=l, Qj+l=Qj- fa2iQi_1. (4.10) 

&I_I=Q~-2=lt ~i_1=~i_t~‘((j~l)~~+l, 

and 
(4.11) 

cr=K(@ (4.12) 
It has been shown 118 ] that 

QjV=&. (4.13) 

5. The curvature 

In order to calculate the curvature of the minimum 
energy path we approximate it by a hyperbola of the 
form: 

llr=u = -K(l + e cos e), (5.1) 

where 

K=u/b*. 6 3 
e is the semitransverse ar&, b is the semiconjugate 
axis and e is the eccentricity. The curvature is defined 
as [19]: 

k= u + &q/de2 
jl+[(l~u) du/de]2}312- 

Substituting eq. (5.1) for II leads to: 

(5.3) 6. Results and discussion 

64) 

where 

Q’rr-8. (5.5) 

It can be shown that for small values of $, k(s) be- 
comes 
k= K(l -3 e2K%2) , 66) 

where 

s =r(@)#L (5.7) 

The eccentricity e is related to the’angle between the 
two asymptotes [20]: 

e-1 = cos(/3/2), (5.8) 

where fl is related to the masses of the three-atom 
system: 

p = arctan (mBM/nr~mC)1/2; (59) 

ma is the mass of the central atom and Mis the sum 
of the three masses. Also since 

e=(u2tb2)t/*/a, (5.10) 

by combining eqs. (5.2), (5.8) and (5.9) we obtain 

K = ,-I cotan2(0/2). (5.11) 

Substituting s =0 in eq. (5.6) yields 

k(s=O) =Ku =a-* comn2(~/2), (5.12) 

which is the maximal value of the curvature, i.e. 
Ku = K. The second derivative d2k/ds2 at s =0 can be 
obtained at once by using eq. (5.6): 

d2k/d.s2 . = -3 e2K3 (5.13) 

Therefore using eqs. (3.3), (5.8) and (5.11) we obtain 
for K2 

K2 = (3/G) sin-” (P/2). (5.14) 

From eqs. (5.12) and (5.14) it is seen that for a smaller 
than lau,KZ%Ki>Ko. 

In fig. 1 a and p are shown for a system which is 
close to the F + Hi system [2S].. 

The transition probabilities of four exothermic 
reactions: 

HeH++I-I+HitHe, (1) 

Cl,+H + HCl + Cl, (2) 

H,+F + HF + H, (3) 

HI+Cl+HCI+I, (4) 

determined by exact quantum and classical calcula- 
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I I I 

4 ‘6 8 

Rfbohr) 

Fig. 1. Potential energy surface in skewed mass scaled coordi- 
nates. The minimum energy path (along which the coordinate 

s is defined) is drawn by a heavy line. Q is the intersection 
point of the two asymptotes that go through the equilibrium 
distances of the reagent and the product molecules. p is the 
angle between the two asymptotes and a is the closest dis- 
tance between Q and the minimum energy path. 

tions were analyzed. Tiiese systems are representative 
of four typical mass combinations which are frequent- 
ly discussed in the literature: (L,L,L), (L,H,H), 
(H,L,L), (H,L,H) where H stands for heavy and L for 
light. The analysis is performed with respect to hand 
4 matrix elements. Since we are only interested in a 
qualitative discussion the residue term that appears in 
the expression of qnm will be ignored. This assump- 
tion is justified because for small values of K, the 
contribution of the residue term is negligibly small 
and can be discarded, and for intermediate and large 
values of K,, , while its contribution could be signifi- 
cant, it does not affect the conclusions. 

Table 1 
Parameters of the potential surfaces 

s 
& 

‘0 I 2 3 4 5 6 

n 

Fig. 2. The principal vaIue of pen as a functiin of n for differ- 
ent values of a as defined in eq. (6.1). l o = 0.14, a = 0.28, 
q a=0.35,oa=0_42,0a=0.56. 

Several converged results of qom (the subscript p 
is dropped) as a function of m for different values OF 
Ly (ar is dimensionless) 

(Y=K@, 6 1) 

are presented in fig. 2. Preferential population of low. 
vibrational states for small values of ar (< 0.5) is seen, 
but as (lr increases the distribution becomes more even, 
so that high vibrational states (m $2) can also become 
populated. Thus an essential requirement for having 
highly excited vibrational states is that 

OL 3 OS. (6.2) 

If CL is smaller, the possibility of obtaining highljr ex- 
cited vibrational states is completely ruled out regard- 
less of whether or not additional requirements are 
fulfiied. 

Calculated values of K. and Ka bbtained using 
eqs. (5.12) and (5.14) are presented in table 1 for re- 
actions (l)-(4). In order to calculate [Y, the value of 

System 4 (au) Ndeg) Ko(au) Q Ka(auo2) A(eV) b, D (eV) 

HeH+ + H 1.47 50.76 2.62 0.79 32.6 0.82 0.28 0.8 
C&+H 1.00 83.23 1.27 0.38 15.4 4.15 0.03 1.55 
H2+F 0.80 46.43 6.79 2.04 194.0 0.95 1.46 1.4 
HI+c1 1.29 11.50 76.81 23.04 17,900 4.91 26.0 1.4 

a) Calculated from eq. (2.2). b, CalcuIated assuming p = 1. 
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p’ .is also needed. Although in principle p can be calcu- 
lated for any system once the masses and the poten- 
tial are known, in practice only an estimate can be 
given. It is found that the value of 4 is approximately 
independent of the system and equals ~0.3 au. The 
value of (y given in table 1 is based on this value of fi. 
The values of A obtained from eq. (3 9) and the exo- 
thermlcities D are also listed in table 1. 

&I. The HeH+ + Hsystem 

The HeH+ + H system was exposed to both quan- 
tum mechanical and classical treatments. Kouri and 
Baer [21] found that in the low energy range almost 
no high vibrationa states are formed. This somewhat 
unexpected result was later confirmed by Adams [22] 
ahd by classial trajectory calculations performed by 
Santhyamurthy et al. [23] and by Kuntz and Whitton 

i241. 
From table 1 it can be seen that (Y is large enough, 

but X is much smaller than D. Thus, the fact that no 
inverted population is found for this system is, ac- 
cording to the theory, due to the weak dependence 
of the curvature k(s) on s. 

6.2. The cl, +Hsystem 

The Cl2 + H system was studied quantum mechani- 
cally by Baer [6a] using a LEPS surface. He found 
that by far the most populated state is m=4. Similar 
results were also found by quasiclassical calculations 
by Essen et al. 1251 and by Truhlar et al. [26]. These 
findings cannot be supported by the present theory 
due to the fact that the value ofa [see eq. (5.2)] can- 
not be estiinated. From fig. 1 in ref. [6a] it can be 
seen that P can be anywhere between zero and 0.5 au. 
Since a vaIue of 0.5 au yields ah which is more than 
an order of magnitude smaller than D (= 1.95 eV), it is 
concluded that Q has to be smaller than 0.15 au (X 
varies as &). 

More defmite conclusions can be drawn for the 
two surfaces recently taken by Duff and Truhlar [27] 
in their classical trajectory study. Among, other mass 
combinations they also treated the L + HH case and 
no vibrational transitions were encountered. In their 
surfaces the value of a can be estimated more accyrate- 
ly and it was found to be ~1 au, The values of o, Ko, KZ , 
h and D given in tabIe 1 refer to this case. As can be 
seen no inversion is expected for this system. 

To summarize this case the fc#owing genera1 con- 
elusion can be drawn: any L + #%&system is character- 
ized by two features which are closely related 

~ (1) 8” nl2, (2) fi% 1. 

Therefore in order to obtain a Awhich is about l-2 
eV, the value of a has to be around 0.1 au. In other 
words the minimum energy path has to be tangential 
to the asymptotes of the hyperbola “almost” every- 
where. 

6.3. The Hz +Fsystem 

The H, + F system was exposed to various quan- 
tum mechanical [28-301, quasiclassical [28] and semi- 
classical [28] calculations. In most cases it was found 
that the m =3 state (the highest) is the most populat- 
ed. This result is in agreement with the theory as can 
be seen from the data given in table 1. Recently Manz 
[31] compared results from two different surfaces for 
the same system. For one no population of the higher 
states was observed, whereas for the other the most 
populated states were m=2,3. We have estimated the 
relative values of a for the two surfaces and found the 
first one to be twice as large as the second. This dif- 
ference is enough to explain his results because due to 
it LY becomes 0.40 and h ~0.37 eV, namely values for 
which population of higher states is avoided. 

6.4, l%e HI f Cl system 

The HI + Cl system was studied quantum mechani- 
cally by Baer 1321 and recently also classically by 
Kafri [33]. In both cases the highest vibrational state 
was found to be by far the most populated one. As is 
noticed from table 1 this result is expected due to,the 
favorable values of ar and h. The HI + Cl qstem is a 
typical HLH system, characterized by the feature that 
0~ 0. Therefore (Y and h wilI always be large enough 
irrespective of whether a is small or large. Thus, a 
Iarge vibrational inversion is always expected in such 
systems. 

7. summary 

In this work we applied the Born approximation 
to the Marcus equation in ordet to extract the term 
which leads to the large vibrational nonadiabatic 
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transition probabilities encountered in exothermic re- 
actions. It is found, by assuming that the transition is 
a one-step process localized in a small region along the 
minimum energy path, that three conditions have to 
be fulfilled: (i) The surface is an early barrier type sur- 
face and attractive to permit pop&ion of all open 
(product) states when maximum curvature is reached. 
This condition, formulated by Polar@ [I4], was as- 
sumed to be valid throughout this study. (ii) The pro- 
duct 01 = K@ has to be larger than OS. (K,-, is the 
maximum curvature and Ji is equal to half the oscilla- 
tor width in the interaction region.) (ii) The value of 
K2 (which is equal to (d2k/ds2)/Ko) has to be greater 
than or equal to the exothermicity. These conditions 
were tested against exact quantum mechanical and 
classical trajectory calculations. Thevalues of K. and 
Kz were derived by approximating the minimum ener- 
gy path by a hyperbola: 

Ko =r+ c&&p/2), Kz = 3n-%n-4 (/3/Z), 

where fl is the angle between the skewed axes anda is 
the semi-transverse axis of the hyperbola. 
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Appendix: Determination of p 

Eq. (2.16) can be written: 

T$P-Z) F\en,)=O, (A-1) 

where F is an operator defmed by eqs. (2.16) and 
(2.17). If the matrix I@ is defined as: 

n~=(419@M7J, (A-2) 
eq. (Al), in matrix notation, becomes: 

q@) F =0, (A-3) 

where F,,,,, are defined as: 

F mn “t&j IWQ. (A.13 

Eq. (A.3) leads to the equation 

F=O, 

if q@) is a regular matrix. If 9 is different from zero 
in the integration interval then I@) is a regular matrix 
for any value of p. If however q becomes zero for 
some value of p [cf. eq. (2.3)] then the choice of p is 
limited. @is well defined for i=2 because then it 
reduces to the unity matrix. It wilI aIso be well defm- 
ed as long asp is not smaller than’ 1 or larger than 3. 
If p is smaller than 1 the integral in eq. (A.2) does not 
converge, and if p is larger than 3 the inverse of $‘I 
depends on the order of the matrix and no conver- 
gence (with respect to the order) is obtained. 
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